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ABSTRACT In recognition of the international efforts on this
field and tat several incidents had occurred in te past

From probabilistic safety assessments and root cause outage periods, the Institute of Nuclear Energy
analyses for incidents/accidents, the risk at refueling Research (INER) initiated a 3-year program to evaluate
outage has recently been recognized to be comparable shutdown risk of domestic NPPs. Te first plant
to (or even more significant than) te commonly chosen is a PWR plant, which is commonly recognized
evaluated isk at power in a Nuclear Power Plant to have higher risk than a BWR plant.
(NPP). This paper summarizes he major findings in This program began in early 1992 with a
the aspect of "organization and management," wich is qualitative assessment of outage performance, which
identified to have significant impacts on outage was further separated ito two stages for convenience of
performance in the qualitative assessment of a PWR manpower management. In the first stage, one
plant. In order to reduce the potential risk arisen from investigator who is familiar with plant operation was
those identified imperfections, the corresponding assigned to station on the plant during the sixth
suggestions are also proposed. refueling outage (End Of Cycle 6 EOC-6) for unit .

His responsibility was to interview key persons, to
observe all major activities, to attend all meetings

WIRODUCTION (including daily morning meeting), and to set up work
program for the second stage. Later on, six

In the early stage of commercial nuclear power investigators with different specialties were assigned to
development, the risk at refueling outage is considered take a close look at five concerned issues during unit 2
to be negligible when compared with the risk at power. EOC-6, which was scheduled months later after unit
It was not until 1980s that several US plants began to 1 EOC-6. These issues include: 1) in cidents/accidents
look into this issue, one of the studies carried out was occurred during EOC 1-5 for unit 1&2, 2)organization
a full scope shutdown Probabilistic Risk Assessment and management, 3 reduced inventory operation,
(PRA) [1], the others were limited only to the topic of 4)electric power system, 5)fire protection. In parallel,
loss of sutdown cooling 2,3]. In 1988, the USNRC one investigator was engaging in a thorough survey of
(Nuclear Regulatory Commission) issued Generic international operating experience to provide references
Letter 88-17 and pointed out hat in the worst condition for working directions and generic data for shutdown
the core may become uncovered in 15 minutes after PRA study that is currently undergoing.
loss of shutdown cooling in a PWR mid-loop The results of this two stage qualitative
operation 4 In 1990, the French PRA study for 900 assessments are summarized in reference 8. The major
and 1300 MWe PWRs also revealed that the estimated findings are: I)Lhe outage schedule should be further
core meltdown frequency at outage is about the same as improved in depth of details, 2)the focus during outage
that at power [5]. In response to this potential risk, should be redirected, 3)safety policies should be well
the USNRC has sponsored the Brookhaven and Sandia defined and executed, 4)therinohydraulic phenomena
National Laboratories to engage in full scope during outage phases should be further studied, 5)the
shutdown PRA studies for PWR (Surry plant) and aids provided for outage workers should be
BWR (Grand Gulf plant), respectively. The strengthened. Except for item 4 all other items are
preliminary analysis reports have been published in related to the issue of organization and management.
1991[6,71, and the final reports are expected to be The significant impacts of organization and
released at the end of 1993. management on outage performance are somewhat
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expected, since similar conclusions have been made One week before the scheduled outage, the OOCG
from studies performed by NRC and NUMARC in is organized with members mainly from a full
USA. The NRC study pointed out that the outage operating sift. At the studied plant, there are five
planning is a critical factor in affecting the'outage operating shifts in rotation during power operation.
risk 9]. Research done by NUMARC suggested hat Therefore, based on a 12-month cycle length, each
"the outage work scope and schedule should operating shift is assigned as the OOCG about every
realistically match resources to activities," and 30 month 5*12 divided by 2 units) to handle the less
"activities in the outage schedule should be sufficiently familiar outage activity. The OOCG consists of
detailed and organized to accurately convey the impact around 40 persons, in which 10 of them are licensed
on complex evolution, plant conditions and equipment operators and others are non-licensed equipment
availability" [10]. Therefore, a well-organized and operators. The Shift Engineer is assigned as the group
detailed planning before outage is as important as, if leader, the rest members are then classified into two
not more important than, a good management during subgroups: the progress document control subgroup
outage. In addition, a better planning can also increase and the operation control subgroup.
the manageability during outage. If both areas can be The progress document control subgroup
well practiced, risk reduction ad efficiency consists of all licensed operators and oe non-ficensed
enhancement for outage can then be expected. electric shift supervisor. Tis subgroup's major task

In the following sections, the current outage is, based on the outage work schedule and the actual
operations at the studied NPP will be briefly progress, to coordinate with maintenance groups to
introduced, te imperfections in the aspect of arrange subsystems'andcomponents'downtirne. With
organization and management then be discussed and their understandings of plant/system status and
finally the corresponding suggestions be proposed. operational experiences, the group members usually

have to make rather quick decisions in the early
morning to release work permissions. Before an

CURRENT OUTAGE OPERATION equipment/component can be maintained, its upstream
and downstream must be isolated. The isolation is

According to the "Outage Operating Procedure" of executed by the operation control subgroup, using the
the studied plant, the outage operation begins wen all "red tag," which is a red card to be hung on the isolated
maintenance groups (e.g., mechanical, electrical, equipment and prohibits it from any unauthorized
instrument groups, etc.) propose work requests six operation. When a maintenance work is done, the
months before scheduled outage, and ends when all isolation will be lifted and the whole process is then
groups finish the outage experience report within tree completed.
months after plant returns to power operation.
Depending on the electricity demand and fuel burnup,
the averaged cycle length for each unit is about 12 to EVALUATION OF CURRENT OPERATION
15 months; and the refueling outage usually lasts for
45-60 days. As mentioned in the previous sections, activities

There are two key groups closely related to outage related to outage work include not only those during
operations: the "Outage Group" tat is in charge of all outage period but also te operations before outage.
operations before refueling outage, and the "Outage The latter one usually is considered to be more critical.
Operation Control Group (OOCG)" that takes care of The current operation at the studied plant is observed to
activities during refueling outage. The Outage Group be somewhat off-balance, tat is, most resources are
currently is a "permanent" task force that consists of distributed to outage period. Due to te complexity of
one licensed senior reactor operator and two non- outage work and time pressure, the current policy that
licensed assistants. The group's primary tasks are to uses most manpower to handle all detailed planning
review all proposed work requests (some of them may during outage period may not be as efficient as
be rejected or merged) and to format the outage work expected. The following sections provide evaluations
schedule. Due to the limitation of manpower and other of operations before and during outage period
reasons, the formatted outage work schedule only respectively and of the interactions between them.
roughly indicates the downtime of the system at train
levels, For example, the Engineered Safety Feature Opgxations Before Outage
(ESF) system usually is separated into train A and ,
and each train is scheduled to a total downtime of 15-20 The major task in this period is to define the
days. Te detailed maintenance schedule for each ESF outage work scope and schedule, which starts six
subsystem train (e.g., service water train A) is not months before outage and ends wen outage begins.
shown on te schedule and therefore must be decided by From observations of most activities and discussions
OOCG during refueling outage. with key persons, improvements may be necessary in
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the following aspects: 1depth of details of outage work Operations During Outa"
schedule, 2)content and timing of training, 3)function
of computer system. From observation of ativities conducted during

There are several organizational and managerial outage and discussion with key persons, improvements
reasons why the depth of details and accuracy of outage may be necessary in the following aspects: )work
schedule has not been improved much with totally 12 focus of the OOCG, 2)control of plant status, 3)quality
outage experiences, and all of them are related to the of coordination among groups.
status of the Outage Groiip. Limited by manpower, The major task of the OOCG (Outage Operation
the two non-licensed members have to spend all their Control Group) is to decide when a subsystem or a
time in aIministrating the work requests proposed by component can be maintained, primarily based on'the

maintenance groups (the total work requests are around outage work schedule (formatted by the Outage Group
1000 items for each outage). The formatting of outage before shutdown) and the status of corresponding
work schedule is then done solely by the licensed systems. The group leader of the OOCG first decides
member whose time is shared by other work loads. when a system train (e.g., service water system train
Therefore, it is not surprising to have the outage work A) can be maintained, while the detailed arrangements
schedule with details only down to the major system for each component within this train are done by the
train levels. With only one licensed member in this progress control subgroup. Although subgroup
group, one can easily observe another drawback that the members generally have the concept that maintenance

work schedule is not adequately and independently time for a component must be closely matched with
reviewed to reduce possible errors. As a so called the status of the system it belongs to; but owing to the
11 permanent task force," the authorized power the group high work loads and unfamiliarity, several conflicting
leader (the licensed member) has is not as high as situations did occur [8]. Besides the incomplete and
designed. Hence it appears that difficulties exist when inconsistent data exist in the MMCS, that less
this group tries to push the maintenance group to meet attention is paid to the system status may also be
dead lines, and this may greatly affect die levels of responsible for occurrences of tese conflicting
details and accuracy of work schedule. The accuracy of situations.
work schedule is further deteriorated by the incorrect Without continuous racking and monitoring of
estimation of te duration of ach task, which is system status, some other drawbacks are also observed.

provided by maintenance groups and is usually First, the performances of different OOCGs are not as

overestimated. stable as wanted. In other words, the performance of
The quality of training can greatly affect outage outage work is strongly dependent on which shift is

performance. Training related to outage operation, assigned as the OOCG, Second, as a natural
especially those with safety concerns, is scheduled as consequence, the timing for maintenance of a specific
part of routine on-job training for all operating shifts. component may vary greatly in any two outages, even
But no training specifically related to outage activities with exactly the same work schedules and progresses.
is provided for members of the operation shift before Therefore, the maintenance groups always have to
they are assigned to the OOCG. As mentioned in the adjust themselves to different OOCGs and to suffer the
previous section, each operating shift is assigned to difficulties in managing the available manpower.
this duty in a cycle of 30 months and is expected to be Third, the recovery time for each system train under

unfamiliar with outage activities. Therefore, the work maintenance is not well controlled. At most time of

focus and style vary from shift to shift, so does the an outage, each safety system usually has one train

performance. maintained and therefore loses its redundancy. When
In order to save manpower and to improve the operable/operating train for any reason loses its

efficiency, a computer system has been introduced since function, the time needed to recover the other train may
unit 2 EOC-6 to establish standardized operations. The be critical for operators in responding to the adverse
MMCS (Maintenance Management Computerization situation. Without detailed monitoring and
System) stores all information related to outage understanding of the status of the maintained train, this
activities. It provides standardized isolation for each recovery Lime could be incorrectly judged and situation

component to be maintained, check lists for control and may further be deteriorated.
tracking purposes, printouts of red tags, etc. But since Since each maintenance task is scheduled by the

its data base has not been thoroughly reviewed, some OOCG and executed by one or more maintenance
inconsistencies exist and te OOCG members groups, the integrated performance then strongly
seemingly do not have much confidence in it. Besides, depends on the quality of coordination among these
the system currently is not capable of accommodating groups. The consequences of inadequate or inefficient

experience feedback, which is important in improving coordination usually are die delays of work progress,

the outage efficiency and safety. but may also be problems of safety concern. There
were several incidents observed during this evaluated
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EOC and judged to be related to poor coordination [8). Outage work Schedule
The major causes responsible for hese incidents are:
I)insufficient communication channels exist in te In order to iprove the roughness of the current
current outage organization, 2)responsibilities for schedule and te imbalance of work load distribution,
persons who should initiate COMMUDications are not the structure and status of the Outage Group are

well defined. suggested to be modified in the following ways. First,

at least 2 to 3 more licensed operators should be added
to this group. With increased manpower, the group's

SUGGESTIONS work scope should be expanded to include the revision

of the MMCS data base, the formatting of schedule
After thoroughly evaluating the current outage down to (at least) the subsystem train levels, and the

operations at the studied plant, it is found that documentation of experience feedback from maintainers
imperfections are not caused by lack of resources, rather and operators. Second, the status of the outage group
by inadequate distribution of work loads and available should be elevated to have the authority to demand
manpower. Therefore, by reasonably redistributing the maintenance groups to punctually propose te work

work loads and manpower, the whole operations can be request and to accurately estimate the duration for each
better planned before an outage begins where less time task. Third, at least one licensed senior operator should
pressure exists. The other advantage of executing most be assigned to review the outage work schedule. This
planning works before outage is that resources spent i person must not be the one responsible for formatting
repeated tasks can be saved. Since items of the schedule, and should execute his reviewing process
components needed to be maintained are about he same as independent as possible.
for each outage, it is not necessary to redo all detailed

planning for each EOC (which is the case for current Control of System/Plant Std=
operations). Therefore, the plant only has to establish

a sound and detailed work schedule once for an outage. After portions of the responsibility of arranging
For outage afterwards, modification to accommodate maintenance timing have been transferred to the Outage
experience feedback and changes of maintenance items Group, the OOCG can then concentrate more on the
can then be done with little efforts. control of system availability and plant status. This

According to the principle of resource task can be more efficiently done with improvement of
redistribution, suggestions corresponding to changes of MMCS functions. With slight modifications, te
current organizational structures and work focus are currently available printouts of MMCS can provide
proposed. These suggestions include: detailed lists of status for each component in a system.

safety policies be thoroughly revised To keep he lists updated, 3 to persons in the OOCG
details of outage work schedule be improved should be assigned to station in each main building and
control of system availability and plant status closely watch the maintenance progress. They should

be enhanced make daily reports to the persons who keep tracking of
-_ coordination among work groups be thelists. BesidesthistasktheOOCGshould alsobe

strengthened responsible for evaluating the recovery time for each
training be iproved maintained system train to have immediate response
experience feedback be standardized should hypothesized incidents occur.

SafeLy Policies. Coordination Among Group-s

At the studied plant, currently only the principle Several incidents occurred during the observed

declarations of safety policies are listed in the related EOC are judged to be related to poor coordination
procedures. We suggest that safety policies be among work groups. The "building coordinators"

carefully reviewed and described in detail for operators' mentioned in the previous section should somewhat
ease to follow. Well-documented safety policies for improve these situations, but their status may not be
different occasions (e.g., should off-site power be all high enough to resolve conflicts at group levels. A
available when the plant is operated at reduced fully authorized group leader (e.g., the Outage Group
inventory?) should also be provided for persons who are leader or the head of operation division) should play an
responsible for formatting outage work schedule. active role in coordinating conflicts that may exist at
These safety policies can then be thoroughly considered group level. The other possible way to solve this

and practically reflected in the work schedule. problem is that the leader of the group which is

responsible for ajority of a collaborated task be

assigned as the task coordinator.
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Training 5. Brisbois, Jacques, et al., "Insights Gained from
PSAs of French 900 and 1300 MWe Units," Nuclear

We suggest that the weights of courses related to Engineering International, pp4O-41 1991).
outage risk issues be increased in on-job training for all 6. Chu T-L, et al., "PWR Low Power and Shutdown
operating shifts. For the shift assigned as the OOCG, Accident Sequence Frequencies Program, Phase 1A-
special training should also be provided to iprove the Coarse Screening Analysis," Rough Draft Letter
familiarity with outage operations. If possible, Report, Brookhaven National Laboratory 1991).
training related to system dependence sould also be 7. SNL, "BWR Low Power and Shutdown Accident
provided for all maintainers, and contractors. Sequence Frequencies Project, Phase 1- Coarse

Screening Analysis," Draft Letter Report, Sandia
Exp�dence Feedbac: National Laboratory 1991).

8. Y. Huang, et al., "Refueling Outage Safety
Standardization of experience feedback is Evaluation and Recommendation for a PVrR," INER-

important in preventing same mistakes from occurring 1184 (in Cinese), Institute of Nuclear Energy
again. This can only be satisfactorily done by Research, Taiwan R.O.C. 1993).
encouraging employees to report what they have 9. USNRC, "Shutdown and Low-Power Operations at
experienced and by using the MMCS as the tool for Commercial Nuclear Power Plants in the United
ease of updating and inquiry. states," Draft, NUREG-1449, US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission 1992).
10. NUMARC, "Guidelines for Industry Actions to

CONCLUDING REMARK Assess Shutdown Management," NUMARC 91-06,
Nuclear Management and Resource Council 199 1).

The theme of improving the current organization
and management for outage operations is to redistribute
the work loads in a more reasonable way. To achieve
this goal, tasks needed detail planning and reviewing
should be executed before an outage begins. With less
time pressure ad more sandardized reviewing process,
mistakes can be reduced to an acceptable level.
Henceforth, the work focus during an outage can
therefore be directed to the control of system
availability ad plant status, which is critical should
hypothesized incidents occur. At the same time, the
OOCG should pay more attention to improve
coordination with maintenance groups.

The imperfections tat have been identified in die
aspect of organization and management are dependent to
each other, sometimes even is the case that one leads to
another. Therefore, the corresponding suggestions have
the same caracteristics and should be practiced in
parallel to avoid possible ibalances and side-effects.
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